LOGIC PROBLEM

RETURN OF THE VIKINGS
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1 The weaver, who produces an
authentic copy of the heavy woollen
cloth made by the original Vikings,
uses the name ‘Siggtrigg’ while
demonstrating his craft to visitors.

Platt

Clues

Leatherworker

In the street called Pewtergate in the historic city of Pastborough is the famous Viking Centre, built on
part of the actual Viking settlement that existed there until the 11th century – to which some of the
Vikings have now returned! Well, not exactly – but the Centre has taken on a number of craftsmen to
demonstrate the way in which various items were produced, and – to make it more dramatic – the men
adopt Viking costumes and names when they’re ‘on duty’. From the clues below, can you work out the
full name of each of the five currently employed there, his craft and his Viking name?

Alan

2 Mr Ryder, who isn’t Ken, is a
stonecarver; he doesn’t use the
Viking name ‘Thorold’.

Chris
Harvey

3 Mr Shaw, known to visitors to the
Viking Centre as ‘Eymund’, does
not produce woodcarvings.
4 Alan Platt wasn’t trained as a
weaver; Mr O’Haney, who hails
from that other former Viking
settlement of Dublin, isn’t the man
who makes footwear, cloaks, jerkins
and ornamental items out of leather.

Ken
Mickey
‘Beorn’
‘Eymund’
‘Harald’
‘Siggtrigg’
‘Thorold’

5 Harvey is the blacksmith, and,
before becoming a ‘Viking’, was a
‘medieval’ smith at another
Yorkshire tourist attraction.
6 Chris, alias ‘Harald’, doesn’t work
in wood or stone.

First name

Blacksmith
Leatherworker
Stonecarver
Weaver
Woodcarver

Surname

Craft

Viking name

Solution on the next page
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How to Solve England’s Best Logic Puzzles
Solving Logic Puzzles is entertaining and challenging. All the information you need to solve a
Logic Puzzle is given in the introduction and clues, and in illustrations, when provided.
Most Logic Puzzles come with solving charts, which let you make deductions and eliminations. In
solving charts, you can use a “•” to signify “Yes” and an “X” to signify “No.”
In some puzzles, it may be necessary to make a logical guess based on facts you've established.
When you do, always look for clues or other facts that disprove it. If you find that your guess is
incorrect, eliminate it as a possibility.
The solution for each puzzle is provided and contains an explanation of the puzzle, as well as a
summary of the answer.
For a fuller explanation of how to solve Logic Puzzles, as well as a useful glossary of British terms,
visit the Puzzler’s Corner section of our website at PennyDellPuzzles.com.
Welcome to the world of Logic Puzzles, where many hours of puzzle pleasure await you!
Caution: The solution is included at the bottom of the page.

LOGIC PROBLEM
SOLUTION
Harvey’s the blacksmith (clue 5). Chris, alias ‘Harald’, doesn’t
work in stone or wood (clue 6), and the weaver’s Viking name
is ‘Siggtrigg’ (clue 1), so Chris must be the leatherworker.
Alan’s surname is Platt (clue 4). Mr Ryder is the stonecarver
(clue 2), so can’t be Harvey or Chris, nor is he Ken (clue 2), so
he must be Mickey. We know that his Viking name isn’t
‘Siggtrigg’ or ‘Harald’, nor is it ‘Thorold’ (clue 2) or ‘Eymund’,
which is Mr Shaw’s Viking name (clue 3), so Mickey Ryder
must be ‘Beorn’. As ‘Eymund’ isn’t the woodcarver (clue 3),
he must be the blacksmith, so Mr Shaw’s real forename is
Harvey. By elimination, the woodcarver must be ‘Thorold’. Mr
O’Haney isn’t the leatherworker (clue 4), so his forename isn’t
Chris, and he must be Ken, leaving Chris’ surname as Woods.
Finally, since Alan Platt wasn’t trained as a weaver (clue 4), he
must be the woodcarver, alias ‘Thorold’, leaving Ken O’Haney
as the weaver, ‘Siggtrigg’.
In summary:
Alan Platt, woodcarver, ‘Thorold’.
Chris Woods, leatherworker, ‘Harald’.
Harvey Shaw, blacksmith, ‘Eymund’.
Ken O’Haney, weaver, ‘Siggtrigg’.
Mickey Ryder, stonecarver, ‘Beorn’.
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